Acoustic myography as a control signal for an externally powered prosthesis.
Contracting skeletal muscle produces sounds that are easily recorded with a standard microphone. The recording of these sounds is known as acoustic myography, or AMG. As a control signal for an externally powered prosthesis, some advantages of AMG over surface EMG are: there is no need for direct skin contact; the AMG signal is unaffected by changes in skin impedence; AMG intensity is high enough to produce a 50 mV output from a standard microphone, requiring less amplification and electrical shielding; the AMG signal is qualitatively less sensitive to placement on the muscle than EMG. Disadvantages, such as the susceptibility of AMG to interference by extraneous environmental noise, are relatively easy to overcome. To demonstrate this, we have constructed a myoacoustically controlled prosthetic hand, whose tristate control via a single microphone (vs differential control) proves its feasibility in the more difficult case. The control circuitry for this device costs less than $50. The existing device utilizes a free-standing hand; a prosthetic shell which will allow comparison of AMG vs EMG control is currently being designed. The two patients who have tried it have learned to open and close the hand reliably after only three minutes of practice. Protocols are being established for functional assessment of AMG control.